1. Introduction. In a previous paper [l] , the notion of subharmonic functions was generalized in a manner corresponding to Beckenbach's [2] generalization of convex functions^ This generalization was accomplished by replacing the dominating family of harmonic functions by a more general family of functions. In [l] the discussion was restricted to continuous subfunctions.
In the present paper we shall give some further properties of the dominating functions and extend the definition of subfunctions to permit upper semi continuous subfunctions. We shall then show that results of J. W. Green [3] on approximately subharmonic functions extend to our subfunctions.
{F [-functions and sub-{ F} functions. Let D be a given plane domain
and let { γ \ be a given family of contours bounding subdomains Γ of D such that Γ = y + Γ C D where Γ indicates the closure of Γ. We assume that { γ \ contains all circles of radii less than a fixed number which lie, together with their interiors, in D. We shall use the Greek letter K to represent a circle of ί γ \ and K its interior. We shall use single small Roman letters to represent points in the plane. Let there be given a family of functions \Fix)} which we shall call { F }-functions satisfying the following postulates. 
Let Ω be a bounded connected open set comprised together with its boundary ω in D and let g(x) be a bounded function defined on ω. 
By continuity there exists a smaller concentric circle K such that for each n.
is sub-{ F \ in D.
THEOREM 8. If s(x) is sub-\F } in D and γ £ { γ], then
The proofs of these theorems parallel those given for continuous sub-ί F } functions in [ 1 ] and will be omitted.
Proof There exists an over-function ψix) with respect to the boundary function six) on K such that In an analogous way we define an approximately sub-ί F \ function as follows: 
The proof of the theorem depends on the existence of a maximal sub-{ F \ minorant for a continuous function. We shall give the proof of Theorem 12 after we have considered this question.
Maximal sub-{ F } minor ants.
The theorem given in this section has the same statement as the corresponding theorem for subharmonic functions and the proof is similar to the one given in [3] .
THEOREM 13. If f ix) is continuous in a domain R C D and has a sub-\ F \ minorant in R 9 then it has a maximal sub-\ F} minorant uix). The function uix) is continuous in R and is an { F }-function where it is less than fix).
Proof. Let S be the family of all functions sub-! F } in R and dominated by f ix). By hypothesis S is non-null. For x E R we define
uix) = sup s ix). s£S
We wish to show first that uix) is lower semicontinuous in R. Let XQ E R and η > 0, then there exists s ix) GS such that
and, by the continuity of fix) and the upper semi continuity of six), there exists a circle Kι with center at x 0 such that six) -η < fix 0 ) ~ η/2 < fix) inKB y Theorem 2 we may choose a circle K with center at x 0 , with radius less than that of κ l9 and such that
Then by Theorem 4 we have also
It follows from Theorem 8 and 9 that s*{x;K) G S. Therefore, 225 hence, This taken with the previous inequality shows that u* ix) = uix) and, being both upper semicontinuous and lower semicontinuous, uix) is continuous in R.
By using Theorem 2 one can easily see that uix) is an {F J-function in B.
In Theorem 16 of [ 1 ] it is shown that, if Ω is a bounded open set contained with its boundary ω in D and if for each x E ω there is a circle K such that Ω.n K -x 9 then Ω is a Dirichlet region for the { F i-functions. For such a region Ω we may construct barrier sub-{ F } functions as was done in Theorem 16 of [1] and thus obtain equality of uix) and fix) on the boundary ω of Ω. This would imply the continuity of uix) in Ω. 
